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Abstract
Grammar induction is a basic step in natural
language processing. Based on the volume of
information that is used by different methods,
we can distinguish three types of grammar induction method: supervised, unsupervised, and
semi-supervised. Supervised and semisupervised methods require large tree banks,
which may not currently exist for many languages. Accordingly, many researchers have
focused on unsupervised methods. Unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing (UDOP) is currently the state of the art in unsupervised
grammar induction. In this paper, we show
that the performance of UDOP in free word
order languages such as Persian is inferior to
that of fixed order languages such as English.
We also introduce a novel approach called
History-based unsupervised data oriented
Parsing, and show that the performance of
UDOP can be significantly improved by using
some history information, especially in dealing
with free word order languages.

1

Introduction

Statistical methods of natural language processing have shown to be very successful in corpus based linguistics. One reason is that electronic based texts are now available more than ever
(Charniak, 1997; Church, 1998). The success of
statistical Part Of Speech (POS) tagger systems
has caused the trend of research in lexical analysis, language modeling, and machine translation
to be changed towards using various statistical
methods (Feili and Ghassem-Sani, 2004; Charniak, 1996).
Grammar is an essential tool in many applications of natural language processing (Feili and
Ghassem-Sani, 2004). Writing a natural language
grammar by hand is not only a time-consuming
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and difficult task, but also it needs a large
amount of skilled efforts. Availability of large
parsed corpus such as Penn Treebank (Marcus et
al., 1993) has facilitated the development of automatic methods of grammar induction.
Based on the level of supervision information
that is used by the different grammar induction
methods, they are divided in to three major
groups (i.e., supervised, semi-supervised, and
unsupervised).
Supervised and semi-supervised methods require
large treebanks, which may not exist for many
languages. Therefore, many researchers have
focused on unsupervised methods. Unsupervised
Data Oriented Parsing (UDOP) is currently the
state of the art in unsupervised grammar induction. But in the case of free word order languages
such as Persian, its performance is inferior to that
of fixed order languages like English.
In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised
algorithm, named History-Based Unsupervised
Data Oriented Parsing (HUDOP), and show, how
to improve the performance of UDOP by using
history information.
In section 2, we discuss about different methods
of grammar induction. In section 3, UDOP is
explained. In section 4, the details of HUDOP
are introduced. Section 5 presents our experimental results on English and Persian. Finally,
we conclude the paper in section 6.

2

Grammar induction methods

As it was mentioned above, based on the level of
information, there are three types of grammar
inductions: supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised.
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Supervised methods need fully-parsed and
tagged corpora such as Penn Treebank (Marcus
et al., 1993; Charniak, 1997; Collins, 1997;
Charniak, 2000; Magerman, 1995; BoonkWan
and Steedman, 2011). There are also some semisupervised methods (Pereira and Schabes, 1992;
Schabes et al., 1993; Koo et al., 2008), which use
less information than their supervised counterparts. Also, semi-supervised methods need a rich
corpus that for some natural language (e.g., Persian) does not currently exist. Thus, we have focused our attention on unsupervised methods.
Unsupervised methods do not need to pars tree of
sentences in training corpus.
Inside-Outside (IO) was introduced by Baker
(1979) as an unsupervised algorithm. IO uses
Expectation-Maximization (EM) to construct a
grammar based on an un-bracketed corpus. The
algorithm re-estimates rule probabilities toward
some maximization on the training corpus. The
algorithm may converge to local optima in different runs. This method is regarded as one of the
basic algorithms of unsupervised grammar induction (Pereira and Schabes, 1992; Amaya et
al., 1999; Casacuberta, 1996).
Alignment based Learning (ABL) is a learning
method based on a linguistic principle: two constituents that belong to one family can be used
instead of each other (Van Zaanen, 2000; Van
Zaanen, 2002; Van Zaanen and Adriaans, 2001).
EMILE, another grammar induction system
based on this principle, initially used some levels
of supervision, but later was modified to be a
completely unsupervised system (Adriaans,
2001).
Another important category of unsupervised induction method is based on the distribution of
words in sentences. It usually uses some distributional evidence to identify the constituents’ structures (Klein and Manning, 2001). The main idea
is that “the same constituents appear in the same
contexts” (Clark, 2001; Klein and Manning,
2005). The so-called Context-Constituent Model
(CCM) is based on this idea and works on the
basis of a weakened version of the classic linguistic constituency test (Radford, 1988): constituents occur in their contexts.
The independence of the input sentence and its
surrounding context are usually assumed in parsing. For instance in a Probabilistic Context Free
Grammar (PCFG) model, each constituent is as-

sumed to be independent of its surrounding constituents (Charniak, 1997). Such assumptions are
not in fact valid in many cases. For instance, in
English a noun phrase is more likely to be a pronoun when it is a subject of the sentence than
when the noun phrase is in an object position
(Allen, 1995). Similar condition exists in Persian, too. For instance, in Persian a pronoun subject can be dropped whereas pronouns in object
positions cannot be dropped (Bijankhan, 2003;
Bateni, 1995).
We can reduce the impact of this invalid independence assumption by using some form of history in parsing. For instance, the information
about parent non-terminals can be utilized as a
history of parsing. More
specifically,
P(NPPronoun| Parent=SUBJ) is higher than
P(NPPronoun | Parent = VP). Therefore, some
of the parsing dependencies between constituents
can be modeled by history based parsing. History
based models were initially developed at IBM
(Black et al., 1992; Jelinek et al., 1992; Jelinek et
al., 1994).
Increasing the dependencies on the context is the
main feature of history based models. For instance, Johnson (1998) used the parent information of each non-terminal as the history information in the condition part of each rule. He
showed that, instead of P(AB|A), which is
used in ordinary PCFG based parsing, using
P(AB|A, parent(A)), where parent(A) is the
nonterminal immediately dominating A, has a
major positive impact on the accuracy of the
parsing.
Based on the idea proposed by Johnson (1998),
the so-called History based IO (HIO), improved
the performance of IO especially in Persian (Feili
and Ghassem-Sani, 2004). Parent based CCM
(PCCM) is another history based method, which
improved CCM (Mirroshandel and GhassemSani, 2008). PCCM employs the parent’s information of each context and constituent to prevent
from divergence in the likelihood space.
There are also other techniques for improving the
quality of an unsupervised grammar induction
algorithm by considering some limitations, or
additional information. For instance, Carroll and
Charniak (1992) limit the set of non-terminals of
the right hand side of rules with a given left-hand
side.
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3

Unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing

Unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing (UDOP)
was introduced in (Bod, 2006a; Bod 2006b; Bod,
2007). In the first step, it generates all possible
binary trees for each sentence of the corpus. This
is followed by extracting all possible binary subtrees for parsing new sentences. In some methods, they convert each subtree to parsing rules.
Number of rules will be increased exponentially.
So these methods use Goodman reduction algorithm but we use subtree originally due to we
want use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for
finding best parse tree for input sentence
(Goodman, 2003).
UDOP uses a combination operator between the
sub-trees for parsing a new sentence. We use
“ ” as the symbol of the combination operator.
Two sub-trees can be combined if the root of the
right operand is equal to the leftmost nonterminal of the left operand. For example, let t1
and t2 be two sub-trees. Figure 1 shows t1 and t2
and the tree resulted from combining t1 and t2.
X@1

X@2

X@1

K
K

X@2
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X@2
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Figure 1. An example of the combination operator.
Let T be a parse tree for an input sentence resulted from combining sub-trees t1, t2, … , tn (i.e., t1
t2 … tn), then t1 t2 … tn is said to be a derivation
of T (Rankin, 2007).
UDOP takes the shortest derivation as the best
derivation. However, there may exist several
shortest derivations. In such cases, in order to
select the best derivation, UDOP uses probability.
The probability of any construction C is calculated by dividing the number of times C appears in
the corpus by the number of times that any tree t
with the same root appears in the corpus.
(1)

P(C ) 

|C|
| t |

t : root(C)  root(t)

The probability of a derivation is calculated by
the product of probabilities of all the constructions in the derivation:
(2)

P(t1 t 2 ...t n )   P(t j )
j

Note that, there is an implicit assumption that,
given root node root(ti), each ti is independent of
every other tj where j<>i. The probability of a
parse tree T is calculated by the sum the probabilities of all the possible derivations of T.
(3)

P(T ) 

 P( d )

dD (T )

D(T) is the set of all possible derivations of T.
Let Tj be a member in the set of all possible
parse trees of a given sentence s. Then the preferred parse tree of s is the one that maximizes
P(Ti|s) in:
(4)

P(Ti | s) 

P(Ti )
 P(Tj )
j

4

History-based UDOP

For computing all possible derivations of a new
sentence, we can use the HMM, where each state
corresponds to a sub-tree. The probability of
each state is equal to the frequency of the subtree of that state. It means, the probability of the
state that contains the sub-tree ti is calculated
similar to UDOP as follows:

(5)

P( statei ) 

| ti |
| t |

t:root ( ti )  root ( t )

where statei corresponds to sub-tree ti.
States in each step of HMM produce states in the
next step, using the combination operator. Note
that not all states can be combined. This is due to
the definition of the combination operator. The
transition probability between those states that
cannot be combined will be set to zero. It means
that if ti and tj cannot be combined, then P(titij)
and P(tjtij), where titij to presents the transition between statei and stateij, are set to zero. On
the other hand, let tx be a sub-tree with root X.
Assume ty is any other sub-tree that can be combined with tx at node X. Also suppose that in tree
ty, there is a node P(x,y) that immediately dominates X (i.e., P(x,y) is parent of node X in tree ty).
In this case, there is a transition between tx and
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txy (i.e., txtxy). The probability of txtxy is calculated as follows:
(6) P(t x  t xy | Parenti;ix (t x )  p( x, y ) )) 

Method

UP

UR

F1

| t xi : parent(t x )  p( x , y ) |

EMILE

51.9

16.81

25.35

| t xi |

ABL

43.64

35.56

39.19

LEFT

19.89

16.74

18.18

RIGHT

39.9

46.4

42.9

IO

42.19

35.51

38.56

HIO

46.85

40.9

43.67

CCM

55.4

47.6

51.2

PCCM

-

-

52.08

UDOP

58.90

58.50

58.70

We used top-down generative process to generate the HMM. By using parent information, the
transition probabilities of HMM is calculated
more accurately than in the case of UDOP. In
HUDOP, the calculation of other probabilities,
such as that of derivations and parse trees, is the
same as UDOP.
Finally, in HUDOP, similar to UDOP, in order to
find the most probable parse tree, we have used
the Viterbi 100-best method, which uses 100
most probable states (sub-trees) in each step of
HMM (Bod, 2006b).

5

Experimental results

Two kinds of experiments are presented in this
section. At first, the result of applying HUDOP
to two different English data sets are demonstrated and compared with that of related work. Then,
we show the results of applying HUDOP to Persian, as a free-word order language.
5.1

HUDOP
63.90
62.89
63.39
Table 1. The results of HUDOP and other methods on ATIS data set.

Experimental result in English

HUDOP was tested on both ATIS (Hemphill et
al., 1990) and WSJ-10 (Schabes et al., 1993). We
used PARSEVAL to evaluate the quality of the
output grammars. Part of speech tag sequences
were used as the only lexical information of the
training sets.

The results of comparing HUDOP with other
unsupervised methods, including EMILE (Adriaans and Haas, 1999), ABL (Van Zaanen, 2000),
and CCM (Klein and Manning, 2005), on ATIS
are shown in table 1. LEFT and RIGHT are the
left and the right-branching baselines applied to
ATIS. The results of left and right baselines have
been taken from Klein and Manning (2005). As
table 1 shows, the performance of HUDOP is
superior to all the mentioned work.
We also tested HUDOP on WSJ-10 and compared its results with a number of related works
including the state of the art (i.e., UDOP). The
results are shown in Figure 2.

We executed two different experiments on the
English sentences. At first, ATIS was divided in
two distinct sets: the training set with almost
90% of the data and the test set including the
rest. Although, HUDOP is an unsupervised approach and does not require any bracketing data
set, we need the tree style syntactic information
of the test data set for the evaluation purpose. We
evaluated HUDOP using the ten-fold cross validation method. Similar to the original UDOP, we
selected sentences with the length shorter than
ten.
In the first experiment, we selected the spokenlanguage transcription of the Texas Instruments
subset of ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990), which is
a part of Penn Treebank.

F1

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

65.21

63.33

CCM

PCCM

78.5

82.61

UDOP

H-UDOP

Figure 2. F1 scores for various models on WSJ10.
5.2

Experimental results in Persian

We have also applied HUDOP to Persian, which
is linguistically very different from English. Although many sentences in Persian have the form
of SOV, it is generally considered to be a free-
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word-order language, especially in proposition
adjunction and complements. It means that an
adverb can be used at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of sentences. This does not often change the meaning of the sentences.
In order to test HUDOP in Persian, we manually
produced two different training corpora. All sentences of these corpuses contain less than 11
words, and have been extracted from a Persian
corpus named Peykareh (Bijankhan, 2003; Megerdoomian, 2000). Peykareh has more than
32,255 sentences and uses a tag set similar to the
tag set used in Amtrup et al. (2003). The first
corpus included 3,000 sentences, which were
manually changed in such a way that the structure of "S PP O V" was held. In other words, the
common property of the sentences in this corpus
was that the order of words were artificially fixed
(i.e., they were not free in order). Table 2 shows
main properties of the first corpus.
Property

Value

Number of sentence

3,000

Maximum length

10

Minimum length

2

Average Length

7

Number of words

22,153

Number of POS
18
tags
Table 2. Main properties of first corpus.
The second corpus comprised 2,500 sentences
with a high degree of free word orderness. Table
3 shows main properties of the second corpus.
Property

Value

Number of sentence

2,500

Maximum Length

10

Minimum Length

2

Average Length

7

Number of Words

18,482

Number of POS tags

18

Table 3. Main Properties of second corpus.
In Persian, we first ran both UDOP and HUDOP
on each of the above corpora, separately. We
also joined these corpuses to create a third mixed
corpus, and repeated the experiments on this corpus, too. The results are shown in figure 3.

80
70

60

70.46
61.43

50

61.45
54.42

48.78

55.17

40

HUDOP

30

UDOP

20
10
0
First Corpus

Second
Corpus

Third Corpus

Figure 3. Comparison of UDOP and HUDOP
methods in Persian (Based on the F1 measure).
Figure 3 shows the impact of the free word orderness property on the performance of both
UDOP and HUDOP. The reduction in the performance of UDOP on the first corpus, in comparison to that of the second corpus, has been 13
percent in F1 score. The results of applying both
UDOP and HUDOP to the combined corpus
demonstrate little improvement. This shows that
the free word orderness property of the input
language has a negative effect on these methods.
The reason for this weakness is that these methods work based on the repetition of subtrees.
Since in free word order languages, some words
can freely appear in different places of sentences,
the mentioned repetition decreases substantially,
and as a result, the performance of the parsing is
decreased.
The experiments also show that HUDOP outperforms UDOP in both languages.

6

Conclusion

Unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing (UDOP) is
currently the state of the art in unsupervised
grammar induction. UDOP works based on the
repetition of possible sub-trees of parse trees of
the input sentences. However, in free word order
languages such as Persian, words can grammatically appear in different places of sentences.
Thus, occurrence frequency of such sub-trees
substantially decreases. In this paper, we proposed a novel approach, called History-based
Unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing (HUDOP).
We showed how by using parent nodes as a history notion of sub-trees, HUDOP outperforms
UDOP. Parent information prevents from probability divergence and parsing will be more informative. To evaluate HUDOP, it was applied
to both English and Persian (as a free word order
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language). The results of applying the new method to several corpuses with different degree of
free word orderness showed that using parent
information notably improves the performance of
UDOP. One possible future work to improve the
performance of HUDOP can be usage of other
possible forms of history information. We are
working on the idea implementing a semisupervised HUDOP.

Bod, R., (2006)b., An All-subtrees Approach to Unsupervised Parsing. Proceedings ACL-COING,
Sydney.
Bod, R., (2007)., A Linguistic Investigation into UDOP. Proceeding ACL workshop on Cognitive
Aspects of Computational Language Acquisition,
pp.1-8.
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